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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we always assume that X is a real Banach space, X* is the duality space 
ofX,and J:X+2x’ is the normalized duality mapping defined by 
J(x) = {f E X* : (z,f) = 11412, Ml = ll4l}, 2 E x, 
where (a, .) denotes the pairing of X and X*. It is known (see [l]) that J(z) # 0 for all 2 E X 
and D(J) (the domain of J)= X, J is bounded and can be defined as the subdifferential of the 
convex function T/J(~) = (1/2)~~z~~2, i.e., 
J(z) = W(z) = f E X’ : $lyl12 - +I[2 2 (f, y - z), vy E x 
> 
. 
If X* is uniformly convex, then J is single-valued and is uniformly continuous on any bounded 
subset of X. In the sequel, we shall denote single-valued normalized duality map by j. 
A mapping A : D(A) c X -+ X is called strongly pseudocontmctive if, for all 2, y E D(A), 
there exist j(z - y) E J(x - y) and a constant t > 1 such that 
(Aa: - Ay,j(a: - Y)) L f 11~ - ~11~. 
A is called &strongly pseudocontmctive if, for all z, y E D(A), there exist j(a: - y) E J(z - y) 
and a strictly increasing function 4 : [0, oo) + [0, oo) with 4(O) = 0 such that 
(-4~ - AY,~@ - Y)) 5 lb - ~11~ - ++~(ll~ - ~ll)llz - YII. 
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Furthermore, A is said to be $-hemicontractiwe if the fixed-point set F(A) of A is nonempty, 
and for all 2 E D(A) and z* E F(A), there exist j(z - z*) E J(z - z*) and a strictly increasing 
function 4 : [O,oo) + [0, co) with #(O) = 0 such that 
(Ax - x*,j (x -x*)) 5 11x -x*112 - $(11x - x*11> 11x -X*11 . 
It was shown in [2] that the class of strongly pseudocontractive mappings is a proper subset 
of the class of &strongly pseudocontractive mappings. The example in [3] shows that the class 
of $-strongly pseudocontractive mappings is a proper subset of the class -of +hemicontractive 
mappings. It is easy to see that A is a strongly (respectively, +-strongly) pseudocontractive 
mapping if and only if T = I - A is strongly (respectively, r&strongly) accretive where I is the 
identity mapping. These classes of mappings were studied by many authors (see [2-g]). 
On the other hand, the class of multivalued strongly pseudocontractive mappings and the 
class of multivalued strongly hemicontractive mappings were studied by Weng [5], Dunn [lo], 
Chidume [ll], Deng-Ding [12] and Ding [13,14] in some special Banach spaces such as Hilbert 
spaces, L, spaces and uniformly smooth Banach spaces. Recently, the more general class of 
multivalued mappings was introduced and studied by Osilike [15,16]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let K be a nonempty subset of X and T : K + 2K be a multivalued mapping. 
Then T is said to be multivalued +-hemicontractive, if there exist some x* E K and a strictly 
increasing function 4 : [0, co) + [0, co) with $(O) = 0 satisfying that for all z E K, there exists 
j(z - x*) E J(a: - z*) such that 
(5 - x*,j (x - Xc*)> 5 112 - x*l12 - f$(IIx - ~*I) 7 V’5 E TX. (1.1) 
Obviously, the class of strongly pseudocontractive mappings, the class of h-strongly pseudo- 
contractive mappings, and the class of +-hemicontractive mappings are a proper subset of the 
class of multivalued &hemicontractive mappings. It is shown in [15] that the class of mappings 
studied by Weng [5], D unn [lo], Chidume [ll], Deng-Ding [12] and Ding [13,14] is a proper subset 
of the class of mappings satisfying (1.1). In (161, Osilike proved the following. 
THEOREM A. Suppose K is a nonempty subset of a uniformly smooth Banach space and suppose 
T : K -+ 2K satisfy 
Re(C-x*,j(a:-x*)) 5 lb--*112-4(11x--*II), 
for all z E K, E E TX, and for some z* E K, and a strictly increasing function #J : [0, 00) i [0, 00) 
with q5(0) = 0, where Re(*) denotes the real part of the (0). If y* is a tied point of T, then 
y* = x*, thus, T can have at most one fixed point. Suppose the range of T is bounded and 
suppose {~,}~=e c K satisfy the condition 
with {~}~!c c (0,l) satisfying the conditions 
(i) lim,,, c, = 0, 
(ii) CF=c c, = 0;). 
Then {x~}~=~ converges strongly to x*. 
From these studies, two questions arise quite naturally. 
(i) Can the iterative process (1.2) be extended to the perturbed iterative process? 
(ii) Can Theorem A be extended to arbitrary real Banach spaces rather than uniformly smooth 
ones? 
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We shall show in the present paper that the answer to both questions is in the affirmative. More 
precisely, it is proved that the unique fixed point of the class of multivalued r$-hemicontractive 
mappings is approximated by a perturbed iteration method in real Banach spaces. The operator 
may not satisfy Lipschitz continuous conditions. The present results improve and extend the 
corresponding results of Chidume-Osilike [3], Weng [5], Huang [7], Dunn [lo], Chidume [4,9,11], 
Deng-Ding [12], Ding [8,13,14], Osilike [15,16] and Huang-Bai [17]. 
For the sake of convenience, we first give the following definitions and lemmas. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let X be a real Banach space, K be a nonempty subset of X, and T : K --) 2K 
be a multivalued mapping. Given 20 E K, the sequence {s~}:!~ c K defined by 
~+l E (1 - Q~)G + a,TY, + anen, 
in E Cl- P&n + PnTxn + Pnfn, 
n>O (1.3) 
is called the perturbed iteration sequence of T, where {cu,}~=~, {/3,},“,. are two real sequences 
in [0, l] satisfying some conditions, and {e,}F==,, {fn}~=o are two bounded sequences in X such 
that {~Cn}~Zo c K and {yn}rzo c K. 
Especially, if e, = fn = 0 for all n 2 0, then {z~}:!~ defined by 
x,+1 E (I- @A + anTy,> 
yn E Cl- P&n + PnTxn, 
n L 0, (I-4) 
is called the Ishikawa iteration sequence of T. If e, = f,, = 0, bn = 0 for all n 2 0, then {x,}r=, 
is called the Mann iteration sequence of T. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let X be a Banach space, and CB(X) be the family of all bounded closed 
subsets of X. A multivalued mapping T : X + CB(X) is said to be uniformly continuous, if for 
any given 6 > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for any given x, y E X, when 1111: - yI[ < 6, we have 
H(Tz, Ty) < E, where H is the Hausdorff metric on CB(X), i.e., 
WA, B) = max ;~!d(z,B), ;:;d(A, Y) 
{ > 
, 
for any given A, B E CB(X). 
LEMMA 1.1. (See [Ml.) Let X be a real Banach space and J be a normalized duality mapping. 
Then for any given x, y E X, we have 
lb + Yl12 5 11412 + 2. (Y7h Vj E J(x + y). 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a real Banach space, K a nonempty bounded closed subset of X, and 
T : K -+ 2K be a uniformly continuous multivalued $-hemicontractive mapping with nonempty 
closed dues such that (1.1) holds. If y* is a fixed point of T, then y* = x*. Let {en}rCo and 
{fn}rEo be the same as in Definition 1.2 and {cY~}~!~, {p,}r!o be two real sequences in [0, l] 
satisfying the conditions 
6) lim,+, lIenIl = 0, 
(ii) Cr=, an = 00, 
(iii) lim,,, a, = lim,,, pn = 0. 
Then the perturbed iteration sequence {x,}~=~ defined by (1.3) converges strongly to x*. 
PROOF. Let y* be a fixed point of T, i.e., y* E Ty*. Then (1.1) implies 
(Y* - x*,j(Y* -x?) I IlY* - x*l12 - NIV* -x*11), 
so that IIy* - x* 11 = 0. Thus, y* = x* 
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Let {zn}~~c,{~~}~~c be the perturbed iteration sequence defined by (1.3). Thus, for 
eachn,n=O,l, . . . . there exist v, E Ty, and u,, E TX, such that 
x,+1 = (1 - on) x, + anv, + a,e,, 
~~=(l-Pn)zn+Pnun+Pnfn, 
n 2 0. (2.1) 
Since for each n 2 0, v,, E Ty,, E CB(X), and TX, E CB(X), by the definition of the Hausdorff 
metric, there exists Gin+1 E Txn+l such that 
IIv, - %+~ll < (1 + ;) H (TY,, %+I). (2.2) 
It follows from (2.1), (2.2), and Lemma 1.1 that for all j E J(x,+i - x*), 
(l~+i - x*l12 = [I(1 - a,> (2, - x*> + a, (v, + c, - x*)l12 
5 (1 - an)2 (Ix, - x*l12 + 2cr,. (vn + e, - x*,j) (24 
= (1 - (YJ2 l/In - 2*1i2 + 2% (v, - - un+l,j) + 20, (e& + 2~~ (%+I -x*,.7). 
Since tiin+i E Txn+l, x* E TX*, from (l.l), we know that there exists a &,+l,z* E J(x,+i - x”) 
such that 
(G+1- x*,~ln+l,l*) I II%+1 - x*l12 - 4(llGh+1 -x*111 * (2.4) 
Substituting (2.4) into (2.3), we have 
II%+1 - x*/l2 I (I- %)2 IlGa 7 2*1j2 + 2% (un - filt+l&~+l,l*) 
+2a, (en,3zn+1,r*) + 2% 11x7+1 - x*l12 - aId (II%+1 -x*11> * 
(2.5) 
Next we prove that (v, - fiin+i,&,,+l,z*) -+ 0, (en,&,,+l,x*) + 0 (n + 00). In fact, since K is 
bounded, x~, u,, vn E K and {e,}, {fn} are bounded sequences, we know that {x,}, {un}, {vn}, 
{e,}, {fn} are all bounded sequences. By Condition (iii), we have 
z/7$ - x,+1 = (%I - /%a) x, + P, (un + fn) - a, (v, + 4 --+ 0, (n + 00). P-6) 
Again since {xn - z*} is a bounded sequence, by the boundedness of J, we know that { J(x,+l - 
z*)}~~o is bounded, ad so {~z,,+l,l~ }QO is a bounded sequence in { J(x,+l -x*)},Qo. In view of 
the uniform continuity of T, from (2.6), we know that H(Tyn, Tx,+l) + 0 (n --$ 00). From (2.2), 
we have llvn - tin+111 + O(n 4 cc), which implies that (v, - a,+i,&rr+l,X-) + O(n + co). By 
Condition (i), we have (e,,&‘,,+,,,*) -+ 0 (n + co). 
Let d = sup{llx, - x* II : n 2 0). By limn+m czn = 0, there exists a positive integer Ni such 
that cm < l/2 for all n 2 Ni. Now we rewrite (2.5) as 
llx7L+1 - x*l12 I ‘: I ;;I2 llxn - x*/i2 + * * &a - xTL+1 - x* II> 
n 
5 llzn - x*1j2 + * (d2wz + 2%) - &4(ll 
(2.7) 
xn+1 - 2* II) 9 Vn 2 X, 
where a, = (v, - tiin+i,~s,+l,z=) + (en,&,,+l,s=) + 0, d2% + 2% --t 0 (n + 00). 
Let inf{ 11x, -x* II : n 2 0) = 6 2 0. We prove that 6 = 0. Suppose b > 0. Then (Jxn -x* II 2 6, 
Vn 2 0. It follows from the strict increase of 4 that 
4 (lIXn+l - x*11> 2 4(0 w3) 
Since d2czy, + 2a, + 0 (n + co), there exists a positive integer NZ such that 
d2crn + 2a, < +(6), Vn > Ns. (2.9) 
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Let N = max{N~,&}. Substituting (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.7), we get 
(2.10) 
Qn 2 IV. 
From (2.10), we obtain 
n=N 
so that CrJO an < co, which contradicts Condition (ii). Thus, inf{ l)xn - x* II : n > 0) = 0, 
so that there exists a subsequence { llxnj - x* II}& of the sequence { llxn - x* [I}~& such that 
JIx,j - x*11 + 0 (j --t 00). Furthermore, it follows from inequality (2.10) that {11x, - x*11} is 
monotone decreasing in n. These two facts imply that lim,,, llxn - x*1( = 0, completing the 
proof of the theorem. 
Especially, if e, zz fn = 0, from Theorem 2.1, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be a real Banach space, K a nonempty bounded closed convex subset 
of X, and T : K -+ 2K be a uniformly continuous multivalued $-hemicontractive mapping with 
nonempty closed values such that (1.1) holds. If y* is a fixed point of T, then y* = x*. Let 
{a,}=,, and -&}Eo b e t wo real sequences in [0, I] satisfying the conditions 
(i) C,“=, 0, = co, 
(ii) lim,,, a, = lim,,, p, = 0. 
Then the Ishikawa iteration sequence {~~}n”,~ defined by (1.4) converges strongly to x*. 
If fn = 0 and 0, 3 0, from Theorem 2.1, we get the following. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let X be a real Banach space, K a nonempty bounded closed convex subset 
ofX,andT:K-+2 K be a uniformly continuous multivalued +hemicontractive mapping with 
nonempty closed values such that (1.1) holds. If y* is a fixed point of T, then y* = x*. Let 
{e,}:!, be the same as in Definition 1.2 and {a,}:=, c [0, l] satisfying the conditions 
(i) lim,,, lIenIl = 0, 
(ii) x:=0 (Y, = 00, 
(iii) lim,,, cr, = 0. 
Then the iteration sequence {xn},“==o defined by 
xn+l E(l-Qx,+cr,Tx,+cr,e, 
converges strongly to x* . 
Furthermore, if K is not a bounded closed subset of X, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a real Banach space, K a nonempty subset of X, and T : K t 2K 
be a uniformly continuous multivalued +hemicontractive mapping with nonempty closed values 
such that (1 .l) holds. Suppose further that the range of T is bounded. If y* is a fixed point of T, 
then y* = x*. Let {en}:!-, and {fn}rzO be the same as in Definition 1.2 and {a,}?&,, {&},“,O 
be two real sequences in [0, l] satisfying the conditions 
(9 lim,- IhIl = 0, 
(ii) C,“==, Q, = 00, 
(iii) limn+oo cr, = lim,,, /3, = 0. 
Then the perturbed iteration sequence {x,}~=-, defined by (1.3) converges strongly to x*. 
PROOF. Since the range of T is bounded, let 
h = w{m~{Knll, Ilrlnll) : & E TX,, rln E TY,, n 2 0) 
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and 
k = sup {Ile,ll : n 2 0)) A4 = 2h + k + llq, - z*ll, 
then by induction, we can easily prove that ]]z, - z*]] I A4 for all n 2 0. Thus, {zn} is a 
bounded sequence and the conclusion follows as in proof of Theorem 2.1, completing the proof. 
REMARK 2.1. 
(1) Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 extend and improve (15,16, Theorem] in its two aspects: 
(a) abolish the condition that X is uniformly smooth; 
(b) generalize the Mann iterative sequence to the perturbed iterative sequence. 
(2) Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 also improve and extend the corresponding results of (5, Theorem 1; 
10, Theorem 1; 11, Theorem 1; 12, Theorem 1; 13, Theorem 2.1; 14, Theorem 2.11 to the 
more general class of mappings and to arbitrary real Banach spaces. 
REMARK 2.2. Theorem 4 in [4] is a special case of Corollary 2.2 with T being strongly pseudo- 
contractive and X a smooth Banach space. Theorem 2.1 in [li’] is a special case of Theorem 2.1 
in this paper with T being multivalued strongly pseudocontractive. 
REMARK 2.3. Theorem 2.4 is a significant generalization of the main result of [7, Theorem l] in 
the sense that it 
(i) extends the main result of [7] from the class of single-valued #-hemicontractive mappings 
to more general class of multivalued $-hemicontractive ones; 
(ii) extends the main result of [7] from uniformly smooth Banach spaces to arbitrary real 
Banach spaces; and 
(iii) weakens the condition C ]]v~]] < 00 by ]]un]] = ]]/3nfn]] = o&). And so Theorem 2.4 is a 
significant generalization of the main results of (8, Theorem 1; 9, Theorem 41. 
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